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Abstract

This paper proposes physics-based simulation combined multi-objective optimization approach for reduction of both capacity decay
and voltage loss of Vanadium redox flow battery. In this approach, firstly, a physics-based-electrochemical model for a single-cell
VRFB is developed based on the dynamic plug flow reactor model and is used to obtain capacity decay and voltage loss under vari-
ous conditions. Simulation studies were then conducted to investigate the effects of electrolyte flow rate and electrode fiber diameter
on the VRFB performance. The capacity decay in VRFB relies mainly on the vanadium ions’ variation between two half-cells. The
variation in the long-term cycle is fundamentally due to the electrolyte transfer across the membrane. The lower electrolyte flow
rate, as well as electrode fiber diameter, can reduce the capacity decay as the electrolyte’s velocity across the membrane decreases.
However, the lower electrolyte flow rate and electrode fiber diameter increase the voltage loss considering open circuit voltage loss,
activation overpotential, and concentration overpotential. Finally, a novel optimization framework combined with simulation and
the meta-heuristic algorithm is introduced to reduce both capacity decay and voltage loss in VRFB simultaneously. The proposed
multi-objective method shows a significant reduction of both capacity decay and voltage loss.

Keywords: Vanadium redox flow battery, Electrolyte flow rate, Electrode fiber diameter, Electrochemical simulation, Heuristic
algorithm, Pareto optimality

1. Introduction1

Vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB), first developed by2

Skyllas-Kazacos et al.[1, 2] in the 1980s, is the most ma-3

ture flow battery technology[3]. VRFB adopts vanadium in4

both half cells, avoiding cross-contamination caused by elec-5

trolyte diffusion between half cells[4]. Moreover, two sep-6

arate electrolyte storage tanks are applied to store energy in7

VRFB. Therefore, the capacity of VRFB can be easily ex-8

tended by increasing electrolyte volume in the tank[5]. Be-9

cause of the above characteristics, VRFB is considered one of10

the most promising grid-scale electrochemical energy storage11

technologies[4]. Furthermore, the advantages of this technol-12

ogy have been demonstrated in several commercial systems[6].13

Efficiency and capacity are two equally essential metrics in14

VRFB. Efficiency is primarily related to cycle performance.15

Moreover, low efficiency indirectly increases the capital cost16

of manufacturing cell stacks[7]. The capacity significantly af-17

fects the long-term stability of the VRFB and the costs associ-18

ated with operation and maintenance[8, 9, 10]. Therefore, an19

effective way to improve VRFB performance is to improve cell20

efficiency and reduce capacity loss.21

Faraday’s law of electrolysis indicates that changes in reac-22

tant concentration and electrolyte volume can lead to capacity23

decay. Numerous studies have developed mathematical models24
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to analyze and quantify capacity decay based on ion diffusion25

and electrolyte transfer[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The26

results show that a lower electrolyte flow rate corresponds to27

less capacity decay. Additionally, a lower electrolyte flow rate28

can result in a higher concentration overpotential which in turn29

harms battery efficiency[11, 19, 20]. Therefore, it is essential to30

consider both voltage loss and capacity decay when optimizing31

the electrolyte flow rate.32

However, many existing experimental and model-based ap-33

proaches optimize the electrolyte flow rate based on either volt-34

age loss or capacity decay. For example, Ma et al.[21] suc-35

cessfully reduced capacity decay by applying various constant36

flow rates at predetermined voltage levels and conducting ex-37

periments on an actual battery stack of 15 cells to determine38

the optimal flow rate control strategy. Christian et al.[22] pro-39

posed a new flow control strategy that enhanced the energy ef-40

ficiency of the battery by taking advantage of the knowledge of41

the VRFB operating principles provided by the multi-physics42

model. Tang et al.[23] modeled the concentration overpotential43

as a function of flow rate to determine the electrolyte flow rate44

that results in high system efficiency. Xiong et al.[24] devel-45

oped an electrochemical model based on experimental data and46

optimized the electrolyte flow rate with an empirical approach.47

Meanwhile, only a handful of studies have simultaneously48

considered electrolyte flow rate’s effect on voltage loss and49

capacity decay. König et al. [25] based on a multi-physics50

battery model to obtain the optimal flow rate at the operating51
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point, which increased the discharge capacity while minimiz-52

ing the concentration overpotential in VRFB. Khaki et al. [26]53

transformed the multi-objective problem into a single-objective54

problem by assigning weights to voltage losses and capacity55

decay and then combined this with a zero-dimensional electro-56

chemical model to obtain the optimal electrolyte flow rate.57

In the above studies, the experiment-based approach requires58

many experiments, which takes considerably more time com-59

pared to the model-based approach. Model-based approaches60

have become the focus of current research due to their high ef-61

ficiency. Accurate modeling of the VRFB is a vital part of the62

model-based approach. Among all the mathematical models of63

VRFB, the zero-dimensional model not only considers enough64

electrochemical details but also has a more direct definition than65

other high-dimensional models. Therefore, this model has been66

used extensively in the literature to analyze the performance of67

VRFBs [5, 25, 26]. Accordingly, a modified zero-dimensional68

model extended from the dynamic plug flow reactor model pro-69

posed in[5] is employed in this study.70

Besides, most of the above studies take no account of the71

transfer of electrolytes between half cells. Moreover, they only72

consider the effect of electrolyte flow rate on voltage loss and73

capacity decay. However, electrode fiber diameter is also an74

essential factor affecting the performance of VRFB. Therefore,75

given the shortcomings of the above research, this study has76

made the following contributions:77

• An electrochemical model based on the dynamic plug flow78

reactor is developed. It considers not only the influence79

of the electrolyte flow rate but also the influence of the80

electrode fiber diameter on the performance of VRFB.81

• Based on the existing research, the capacity decay and82

voltage loss are accurately modelled. Moreover, this study83

defines a more precise expression of capacity decay and84

voltage loss through simulation analysis.85

• A novel optimization framework based on Pareto optimal-86

ity combined with simulation and the meta-heuristic algo-87

rithm is introduced in this study to obtain the Pareto fron-88

tier. Compared to the method of converting multiple ob-89

jectives into a single objective by using assigned weights,90

this framework is able to accurately find the objectively91

better solution. Also, solutions with different ratios are92

provided for specific needs.93

• The use of simulation combined with meta-heuristic algo-94

rithms allows us to optimize the VRFB from the parameter95

design stage. We have considered both the design parame-96

ter (electrode fibre diameter) and the operating parameter97

(electrolyte flow rate) of the VRFB in terms of their effect98

on capacity decay and voltage loss.99

2. Model development100

2.1. Assumptions and simplifications101

1. Cell and electrolyte temperatures are maintained at 25 °C.102

2. Oxygen and hydrogen evolutions are neglected.103

3. The electrolyte in half-cells and tanks is perfectly mixed.104

4. The resistivity of VRFB remains constant.105

5. Self-discharge reaction caused by vanadium ion diffusion106

is instantaneous.107

6. Electrolyte transmembrane transfer is instantaneous.108

7. Electrodes with different electrode fiber diameters have the109

same porosity.110

8. Neglecting electrolyte density changes caused by elec-111

trolyte transfer.112

9. The transfer of hydrogen ions between half-cells is not113

considered.114

2.2. Capacity decay of VRFB115

Capacity decay in VRFB is closely related to the concentra-116

tion of vanadium ions in positive and negative tanks. There-117

fore, accurate modeling of ion concentration changes in storage118

tanks and half-cells is critical. There are three primary sources119

of vanadium ion concentration variation in VRFB: ion redox120

reaction during battery charge and discharge, self-discharge re-121

action caused by ion transmembrane diffusion, and transmem-122

brane transfer of electrolyte.123

In VRFB, V2+/V3+ and V4+/V5+ are used as redox pairs of124

cathode and anode, respectively. The following equations can125

describe the redox reaction of VRFB during charging and dis-126

charging:127

At the negative electrode:128

V3+ + e−
charge
−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−
discharge

V2+, E0 = −0.26V (1)

At the positive electrode:129

VO2+ + H2O
charge
−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−
discharge

VO2
+ + 2 H+ + e−, E0 = +1.00V (2)

Ideally, only protons can pass through the ion exchange130

membrane to balance the positive and negative half-cells dur-131

ing charging and discharging. However, there exists a pressure132

difference between the positive and negative half-cells. Further-133

more, the membrane is permeable to the electrolyte. Therefore,134

the phenomenon of electrolyte transmembrane transfer occurs.135

The self-discharge reaction occurs when vanadium ions dif-136

fuse from one half-cell to the other. It results in an imbalance137

of vanadium ions between the half cells, which reduces the bat-138

tery capacity. The self-discharge reaction of the positive and139

negative half-cells are shown as follows[12]:140

At the negative electrode:141

VO2+ + V2+ + 2 H+ −−−→ 2 V3+ + H2O

VO2
+ + 2 V2+ + 4 H+ −−−→ 3 V3+ + 2 H2O

VO2
+ + V3+ −−−→ 2 VO2+

(3)

At the positive electrode:142

V2+ + 2 VO2
+ + 2 H+ −−−→ 3 VO2+ + H2O

V3+ + VO2
+ −−−→ 2 VO2+

V2+ + VO2+ −−−→ 2 V3+ + H2O

(4)
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The electrolyte transfer from one half-cell to the other will143

cause volume differences between half-cells. Therefore, it is144

necessary to consider the effect of volume difference on VRFB145

performance. This study assumes that the volume loss in half-146

cells will be immediately replenished from tanks. Therefore,147

this study does not consider the effect of volume loss on the148

reaction in the half-cells.149

The partial differential equation (PDE) based on material150

balance is transformed into an ordinary differential equation151

(ODE) by discretizing VRFB Only the concentration change152

in the vertical direction of half-cells is considered. This study153

divides the half-cell into N layers, and the ion concentration154

change of the kth layer can be expressed by Eq. (5)[5]. where155

Lpe, Wpe and Hpe represent the geometry of the electrode,156

ccell
i,k (i = 2, .., 5) represent the states of ion concentration in the157

kth layer, Q is the electrolyte flow rate, kid
d (i = 2, ..., 5) represent158

the diffusion coefficient of vanadium species, and I is the input159

current (I > 0 for charging and I < 0 for discharging).160

The ion concentration change in the tanks can be expressed161

as follows:162

dctank
2 (t)
dt

=

(
ccell

2,N (t) − ctank
2 (t)

)
Q

V−tank
+ ∆c2

dctank
3 (t)
dt

=

(
ccell

3,N (t) − ctank
3 (t)

)
Q

V−tank
+ ∆c3

dctank
4 (t)
dt

=

(
ccell

4,N (t) − ctank
4 (t)

)
Q

V+tank
+ ∆c4

dctank
5 (t)
dt

=

(
ccell

5,N (t) − ctank
2 (t)

)
Q

V+tank
+ ∆c5

(6)

where ctank
i (i = 2, .., 5) represent the states of ion concentration163

in tanks and ∆ci(i = 2, .., 5) are the modification for ion concen-164

tration due to volume loss which can be expressed as follows:165

166

∆c2 = ctank
2 (t) ×

−∆V−

V−tank (t) + ∆V−

∆c3 = ctank
3 (t) ×

∆V−

V−tank (t) + ∆V−

∆c4 = ctank
4 (t) ×

−∆V+

V+tank (t) + ∆V+

∆c5 = ctank
5 (t) ×

−∆V+

V+tank (t) + ∆V+

(7)

where V+tank/V
−
tank represents the remaining electrolyte volume167

in the positive and negative tanks respectively, ∆V+/∆V− rep-168

resent the volume loss for the positive and negative tanks re-169

spectively. According to [27], ∆V+/∆V− can be modelled as170

described by the following equation:171

∆V+ = −∆V+ = v⃗mS m∆t (8)

where S m is the membrane surface area, v⃗m is the velocity of172

the electrolyte across the membrane. According to [26], it can173

be derived from the following equation:174

v⃗m =
κmAm

µ−θ

HpeQ
2κpeAcs

(µ− − µ+) (9)

where κm and θ represent the permeability and thickness of the175

membrane individually, Am is the membrane area, Acs is the176

cross-sectional area of the electrode, µ+/µ− represent the vis-177

cosity of electrolyte in anode and cathode individually, and κpe178

is the permeability of the electrode which can be derived from179

Tamayol-Bahrami model[28]:180

κpe = 0.012ϵd2
f τ

( π

4(1 − ϵ)

)2

−
π

2(1 − ϵ)
+ 1

 (10)

where ϵ is the porosity of the electrode, d f is the electrode fiber181

diameter, and τ is the tortuosity factor correlated with ϵ as the182

following[29]:183

τ =

[
1 + 0.72

1 − ϵ
(ϵ − 0.11)0.54

]
(11)

According to [30], µ+/µ− is closely related to the composi-184

tion of electrolyte in half-cells. And they can be expressed as185

Eq. (11) where δ+/δ− represents the proportion of solvent in186

electrolyte.187

µ− = f (c2( t), c3 (t) , δ−)
µ+ = f (c4( t), c5 (t) , δ+)

(12)

2.3. Voltage loss of VRFB188

In general, the terminal voltage Et can be obtained from189

Nernst equation, as shown in Eq. (13). The last item contains190

three main sources of voltage loss in VRFB: ohmic drop ir,191

concentration overpotential η+c /η
−
c , and activation overpotential192

η+a /η
−
a .193

Et = EOCV + sign (I) (ir + η+c + η
−
c + η

+
a + η

−
a ) (13)

As shown in Eq. (14), Li[5] employ a new formal potential194

term which has been reported as E′0 = 1.4V by Corcuera and195

Skyllas-Kazacos[31] to simplify the calculation of the open cir-196

cuit voltage EOCV .197

EOCV = E′0 +
RT
nF

ln

ccell
2,meanccell

5,mean

ccell
3,meanccell

4,mean

 (14)

The vanadium ion concentration in the half-cells is un-198

even in the vertical direction because of discrete modeling of199

VRFB. Therefore, Eq. (14) uses the average ion concentration200

ccell
i,mean(i = 2, .., 5) in the half-cells to calculate EOCV . The ohmic201

drop can be obtained by current density and battery resistivity.202

The concentration overpotential can be derived from the follow-203

ing equation[23, 26]:204

At charging:205

ηc = η
+
c + η

−
c =

RT
nF

ln ccell
3,mean −

i
nFk3m

ccell
3,mean

ccell
4,mean −

i
nFk4m

ccell
4,mean

 (15)
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LpeWpe∆Hpe

2

dccell
2,k (t)

dt
=

[
ccell

2,k−1(t) − ccell
2,k (t)

]
Q + sign (I)

iLpe∆Hpe

nF
− k2d

ccell
2,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe − 2k5d

ccell
5,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe − k4d

ccell
4,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe

LpeWpe∆Hpe

2

dccell
3,k (t)

dt
=

[
ccell

3,k−1(t) − ccell
3,k (t)

]
Q − sign (I)

iLpe∆Hpe

nF
− k3d

ccell
3,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe + 3k5d

ccell
5,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe + 2k4d

ccell
4,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe

LpeWpe∆Hpe

2

dccell
4,k (t)

dt
=

[
ccell

4,k−1(t) − ccell
4,k (t)

]
Q − sign (I)

iLpe∆Hpe

nF
− k4d

ccell
4,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe + 3k2d

ccell
2,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe + 2k3d

ccell
3,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe

LpeWpe∆Hpe

2

dccell
5,k (t)

dt
=

[
ccell

5,k−1(t) − ccell
5,k (t)

]
Q + sign (I)

iLpe∆Hpe

nF
− k5d

ccell
5,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe − 2k2d

ccell
2,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe − k3d

ccell
3,k (t)

d
Lpe∆Hpe

(5)

At discharging:206

ηc = η
+
c + η

−
c =

RT
nF

ln ccell
2,mean +

i
nFk2m

ccell
2,mean

ccell
5,mean +

i
nFk5m

ccell
5,mean

 (16)

where kim(i = 2, .., 5) represent the mass transfer coefficients207

which are shown as following[3]:208

kim = 7
kiϵ

1.5

d f

(
ρd f

µ+/−

)0.4

v0.4
pe (17)

where ki(i = 2, .., 5) represents the measured diffusion coeffi-209

cient of vanadium species which is related to the porosity of210

electrode[32], ρ is the density of electrolyte, and vpe is the ve-211

locity of electrolyte in the porous electrode, as shown in Eq.212

(18).213

vpe =
Q
ϵAcs

(18)

According to Eq. (18), the concentration overpotential is re-214

lated to both the electrode fiber diameter and the electrolyte215

flow rate. In addition, the electrode fiber diameter also affects216

the activation overpotential which can be derived from Butler-217

Volmer expressions[33, 34]:218

i+ = ϵaFk+
(
ctank

4

)α−2 (
ctank

5

)α+2 [
exp

(
α+2 Fη+a

RT

)
− exp

(
−α−2η

+
c

RT

)]
i− = ϵaFk−

(
ctank

2

)α+1 (
ctank

3

)α−1 [
exp

(
α+1 Fη−a

RT

)
− exp

(
−α−1η

−
c

RT

)] (19)

where a is the specific surface area which can be estimated by219

Carla’s model[35] as shown in Eq. (20), α±1 /α
±
2 represent the220

apparent transfer coefficients for the electrochemical reactions221

in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). For equal apparent transfer coefficients222

of 0.5, the activation overpotential can be derived from Eq. (21)223

according to Eq. (19).224

a = 4
1 − ϵ

d f
(20)

225

η−a =
2RT
nF

sinh−1

 i

ϵak−F
√

ctank
2 ctank

3


η+a =

2RT
nF

sinh−1

 i

ϵak+F
√

ctank
4 ctank

5


(21)

where k± represents the reaction rate constant which is a tem-226

perature dependent variable. Moreover, k± at the current tem-227

perature can be calculated from Eq. (22)[36] according to the228

reference value given in Table A1.229

k− = k−re f · exp
(
−FE−0

R

[
1

Tre f
−

1
T

])
k+ = k+re f · exp

(
FE+0

R

[
1

Tre f
−

1
T

]) (22)

In order to verify the accuracy of our established model,230

we perform a simulation verification according to the param-231

eters adopted in [33]. The simulated charge/discharge volt-232

age curves are compared with the experimentally measured233

charge/discharge voltage curves at a current density of 10Am−2
234

and S OCmin of 10% and S OCmax of 90% as mentioned in [33],235

as shown in Fig. 1. The simulated charge/discharge voltage236

curves are in good agreement with the experimental results in237

terms of both shapes and values. The voltage is related to the238

ion concentration in the positive and negative half-cells, and by239

comparing the voltage change, it can reflect the ion concentra-240

tion change in the model. This shows that the model has good241

accuracy and can support the next parameter optimisation ex-242

periments.243

2.4. Simulation results and discussion244

In order to establish an accurate optimisation model of elec-245

trolyte flow rate and electrode fibre diameter, it is crucial to246

identify the performance of VRFB under different conditions.247

Therefore, it is required to precisely quantify the effects of elec-248

trolyte flow rate and electrode fibre diameter on the capacity249

attenuation and voltage loss of VRFB. However, the resulting250

electrochemical model is extremely complex, making highly251

challenging the analysis of the effect of flow rate and electrode252

fiber diameter on the VRFB performance. Therefore, we anal-253

yse the influence of electrolyte flow rate and electrode fibre di-254

ameter on the performance of VRFB from the perspective of255

simulation results combined with the electrochemical model.256

The parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table A2.257

We use the CCCV procedure to simulate, and the charging258

and discharging current are shown in Fig. 2. The range of259

charging and discharging is subject to the state of charge(SOC),260

with the lower limit of 10% and the upper limit of 90%. It261

means that the SOC of any half-cell is not allowed to cross262

the threshold. Meanwhile, the initial concentration of V2+/V5+
263
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Figure 1: A comparison of simulated and experimentally measured charge-
discharge curves

is 0.1mol/L and V3+/V4+ is 0.9mol/L. Then, capacity decay264

and voltage loss are discussed under the condition that the elec-265

trolyte flow rate is 2 cm3/min and the electrode fibre diameter266

is 17.6 µm.

Figure 2: Charging and discharging current

267

2.4.1. Quantification of capacity decay268

In general, the remaining capacity of VRFB is defined as the269

amount of charge that can be discharged. According to Eq. (1)270

and Eq. (2), it is closely associated with each ion’s amount in271

the half-cells. Therefore, the source of capacity decay is the272

ion variation brought about by ion transmembrane transfer. As273

shown in Fig. 3, ions transfer shows a trend of violent fluctu-274

ations during charging and discharging. However, as shown in275

the points representing the end of a cycle in Fig. 3, it is evi-276

dent that the total ion content of the positive half-cell shows an277

upward trend. According to Eq. (5), we can find that the ion278

transfer velocity is mainly bonded to ion concentration and ion279

transfer coefficient. During the charging and discharging cy-280

cles, the ion diffusion coefficient is constant, but the ion concen-281

tration is constantly changing, which leads to different degrees282

of diffusion of different ions in different processes of charging283

and discharging. During the charging process, the concentra-284

tion of V2+ in the positive half-cell increases and the concentra-285

tion of V3+ decreases, so the ion diffusion is mainly dominated286

by V2+, while the concentration of V5+ in the negative half-287

cell increases and the concentration of V4+ decreases. Since288

the diffusion coefficient of V2+ is larger than that of V5+, more289

ions from the positive half-cell diffuse to the negative half dur-290

ing charging. The discharging phase is similar to the charging291

phase, and since the diffusion coefficient of V3+ is smaller than292

that of V4+, more ions from the negative half of the cell diffuse293

into the positive half during the discharging phase. The above294

leads to fluctuations in the amount of positive and negative half-295

cell ions. Since the diffusion coefficient of ions in the positive296

half-cell is overall smaller than that in the negative half-cell,297

and due to the self-discharge reaction, the V3+ ions, which have298

the smallest diffusion coefficient, will gradually increase. This299

leads to the gradual transfer of ions from the negative half-cell300

to the positive half-cell.301

Figure 3: Trends in the amount of vanadium ions in each half-cell during the
early cycles

To facilitate the analysis of vanadium ion transfer throughout302

the simulation, we plot the trends and the rate of change of the303

amount of vanadium ions in each half-cell. According to Fig. 4304

and Fig. 5, the vanadium ions of the negative half-cell transfer305

to the positive half-cell at a breakneck speed in the early stage of306

the charging-discharging cycles. Then the ion transfer velocity307

decreases rapidly until the ion transfer rate between the half-308

cells remains relatively stable. It also means that the remaining309

capacity of VRFB presents a decaying trend from fast to slow.310

As shown in Fig. 6, in the first ten cycles, the change of311

V4+ is the most obvious, and it remains at a high state during312

the charging-discharging cycle. The diffusion coefficient of the313

positive half-cell ions is smaller than the diffusion coefficient of314

the negative half-cell ions.Therefore, when the concentrations315

of the positive and negative half-cell ions are similar, the ions316

in the negative half-cell are gradually transferred to the positive317

half-cell. . As the vanadium ion concentration changes, ion dif-318

fusion between the two half-cells is gradually balanced. There-319

fore, the velocity of vanadium ion transfer tends to be zero, as320

shown in Fig. 5. However, after the equilibrium point of ion dif-321
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Figure 4: Trends in the amount of vanadium ions in each half-cell during long-
term cycling

Figure 5: Rate of change of vanadium ion amount in each half-cell during long-
term cycling

fusion is reached, there still exists electrolyte transfer between322

the two half-cells, as shown in Fig. 7. It alters the concentration323

of vanadium ions, disrupting the ion diffusion’s balance. There-324

fore, the vanadium ions still diffuse from the negative half-cell325

to the positive half-cell at a minimal rate. Therefore, at the early326

stage of charging and discharging cycles, the main source of ca-327

pacity decay is the difference in ion diffusion coefficients. The328

capacity decay due to electrolyte transmembrane loss, which is329

related to the electrode fibre diameter and electrolyte flow rate,330

can only be better observed during the long-term charging and331

discharging cycles.332

Figure 6: Variation of different vanadium ion concentrations in each half-cell

Figure 7: SOC variation curve of each half-cell

Analysis shows that the capacity decay, which corresponds333

with the vanadium ions amount, is mainly affected by the dif-334

ference in the ion diffusion coefficients in the early cycle. In the335

long-term cycles, the electrolyte transfer affected by the elec-336

trolyte flow rate and the electrode fibre diameter becomes the337

main factor impacting the capacity decay. In addition, we need338

to further quantify the capacity fade according to the SOC vari-339

ation of VRFB. The SOC of two half-cells is defined as follows:340
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S OC+ =
ctank

5

ctank
4 + ctank

5

S OC− =
ctank

2

ctank
2 + ctank

3

(23)

As shown in Fig. 7, when we run the simulation loop with a341

fixed upper and lower SOC limit, the SOC of the positive half-342

cell reaches the lower bound. It means that there is not enough343

V5+ left to support the reaction when the SOC constraint is sat-344

isfied. In other words, it is the concentration of V5+ in the pos-345

itive half-cell that limits the discharge process. Although the346

vanadium ions in the negative half-cell are still able to support347

the reaction, the reaction cannot proceed due to the limit of V5+.348

And the SOC of the negative half-cell reaches the upper bound349

in the charge process. It means that there is not enough V3+ left350

to support the reaction when the SOC constraint is satisfied. In351

other words, it is the concentration of V3+ in the negative half-352

cell that limits the charge process. Although the vanadium ions353

in the positive half-cell are still able to support the reaction,354

the reaction cannot proceed due to the limit of V3+. Therefore,355

V5+ and V3+ are the short boards of the positive and negative356

half-cells, respectively, which limit the charge and discharge357

process. That is, the maximum available capacity of VRFB is358

mainly influenced by the amount of V3+ and V5+. Therefore,359

we can use the sum of the amount of V3+ and V5+ to represent360

the maximum available capacity. Further, we define the state361

of health (SOH) as the ratio of the remaining reactive ions to362

the initial ions, as shown in Eq. (24), to quantify the maximum363

available capacity of VRFB. Moreover, capacity decay is the364

difference between the initial SOH and the current SOH.365

S OH =
ctank

3 V−tank + ctank
5 V+tank(

cinit
4 + cinit

5

)
V

× 100% (24)

2.4.2. Quantification of voltage loss366

The voltage loss of VRFB is also closely related to the367

change in ion concentration. We quantify voltage loss by an-368

alyzing each component of the voltage according to Eq. (13),369

including open circuit voltage, concentration overpotential, ac-370

tivation overpotential and ohmic voltage drop.371

As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the open circuit voltage372

gradually fails to reach the set upper voltage over long cy-373

cles. Eq. (14) states that the open circuit voltage is related374

to vanadium ion concentrations. Then, we use the vanadium375

ion concentration in the tank ctank
i (i = 2, 3, 4, 5) as an approxi-376

mate proxy for the average vanadium ion concentration in the377

half-cell ccell
i,mean(i = 2, 3, 4, 5). According to Eq. (14) and Eq.378

(23), we rewrite it as the expression related to SOC, as shown379

in Eq. (25). According to Fig. 7, when the SOC of the positive380

half-cell reaches the upper limit of the SOC, it is found that the381

SOC of the negative half-cell decreases with time. According to382

Eq. (25), it can be concluded that as the difference in vanadium383

ion concentration between the half-cells increases, the maxi-384

mum value of the open circuit voltage decreases. Moreover,385

the loss of open circuit voltage is not a factor affecting the sys-386

tem’s efficiency of the VRFB, but more of a factor reflecting387

the health of the VRFB, similar to the capacity decay. They388

both decay with the imbalance of vanadium ion concentration389

between the half-cells. Therefore, we can increase the maxi-390

mum open-circuit voltage by reducing the capacity decay, so391

the open-circuit voltage is no longer considered in the scope of392

voltage loss.393

EOCV = E
′

0 +
RT
nF

ln

 1(
1

S OC+ − 1
) (

1
S OC− − 1

)  (25)

Ohmic voltage drop is only connected to current density and394

resistivity, so it is not considered when optimizing the elec-395

trolyte flow rate and electrode fibre diameter. According to Eq.396

(13), in addition to the ohmic voltage drop, there is concentra-397

tion overpotential and activation overpotential that causes volt-398

age loss, reducing the energy conversion efficiency of VRFB.399

Therefore, we define the voltage loss as the sum of the concen-400

tration overpotential and the activation overpotential over the401

simulation period. For ease of calculation, we average it as an402

indicator of voltage loss, as shown in Eq. (26).403

Vloss =

∑tend
t=0

(
η+a + η

−
a + η

+
c + η

−
c
)

tend
(26)

Figure 8: Open-circuit voltage in the first cycle

Figure 9: Open-circuit voltage in the last cycle
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We have quantified the capacity decay and voltage loss404

through the above analysis. Next, we must determine the elec-405

trolyte flow rate and electrode fibre diameter effects on voltage406

loss and capacity fade. Therefore, we conduct further analysis407

through the simulation results of four different electrolyte flow408

rates and electrode fibre diameters.409

2.4.3. Effect of electrolyte flow rate410

This section conducts a simulation under the condition of411

constant electrode fibre diameter and different electrolyte flow412

rates. According to Fig.10, the SOH under different conditions413

decreased rapidly to 80% in the early stage of simulation. Then,414

it falls steadily at a low rate. Although as mentioned earlier, the415

early capacity decay mainly comes from the difference in the416

ion diffusion coefficients. It should not be taken into account417

in capacity decay. However, it is evident from Fig. 10 that the418

turning points of all curves are basically the same. Accordingly,419

we assume that the capacity decay caused by the difference in420

ion transfer coefficients can be regarded as the same for differ-421

ent electrolyte flow rates. Moreover, the gap of capacity decay422

caused by different electrolyte flow rates is gradually reflected423

after the turning point. In addition, the greater the electrolyte424

flow rate, the more significant the capacity decay.425

At the same time, Fig. 11 shows the same voltage loss trend426

as capacity decay. The variation of voltage loss has also expe-427

rienced a process from fast to smooth. However, it is evident428

that the greater the electrolyte flow rate, the less significant the429

voltage loss. Therefore, the effect of electrolyte flow rate on430

capacity decay and voltage loss is the opposite.431

Figure 10: SOH at the minimum SOC under different electrolyte flow rates

2.4.4. Effect of electrode fiber diameter432

This section conducts a simulation with a constant electrolyte433

flow rate and different electrode fibre diameters. According to434

Fig.12, similar to the electrolyte flow rate, the variation trend435

of SOH affected by the electrode fibre diameter is also from436

swift to smooth. Furthermore, the inflexion points of all curves437

are almost at the same position. It shows that the capacity de-438

cay caused by ion diffusion coefficients is the same for different439

electrolyte flow rates and electrode fibre diameters. Therefore,440

using the SOH at the end of the simulation is feasible to mea-441

sure the capacity fade caused by the electrolyte flow rate and the442

electrode fibre diameter. Unlike Fig. 10, the difference in SOH443

Figure 11: SOH at the minimum SOC under different electrolyte flow rates

becomes insignificant at larger electrode fibre diameters, and a444

small electrode fibre diameter result in large capacity decay.445

According to Fig. 13, it is evident that the greater the elec-446

trode fibre diameter, the more significant the voltage loss. Like447

the effect of electrolyte flow rate, the effect of electrode fibre di-448

ameter on capacity decay and voltage loss is also inconsistent.449

Figure 12: SOH at the minimum SOC under different electrode fiber diameter

Figure 13: Voltage at the minimum SOC under different electrode fiber diame-
ter

3. Optimization of electrolyte flow rate and electrode fiber450

diameter451

3.1. Multi-objective optimization modeling452

According to Section 2, a higher electrolyte flow rate will in-453

crease the volume loss of VRFB, resulting in more significant454
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capacity decay. However, a higher electrolyte flow rate will455

reduce the voltage loss caused by concentration overpotential.456

Similarly, a larger electrode fiber diameter will give rise to more457

significant voltage loss, and a smaller fiber diameter can reduce458

the volume loss, thus mitigating capacity decay. This is a multi-459

objective optimization problem with voltage loss and capacity460

decay objectives. The general approach is to assign different461

weights to these two objectives to transform the problem into462

a single objective optimization problem. However, this method463

is not suitable for voltage loss and capacity decay. First of all,464

they have different dimensions. Secondly, they have significant465

numerical differences. Therefore, it is not easy to set appropri-466

ate weights to obtain a satisfactory solution. In order to avoid467

this problem, this study proposes a multi-objective optimization468

framework to optimize the voltage loss and capacity decay of469

VRFB simultaneously. In this framework, the two objectives is470

defined as follows:471

f1 = fv(d f ,Q) =
tend∑
t=0

(
η+a + η

−
a + η

+
c + η

−
c
)/

tend

f2 = fc(d f ,Q) = SOHend

(27)

The objective of this study is to obtain the minimum volt-472

age loss and capacity decay. Furthermore, the multi-objective473

optimization model can be expressed as follows:474 

max F(d f ,Q) =
[

1
fv(d f ,Q) , fc(d f ,Q)

]T

s.t.
d f ,min ≤ d f ≤ d f ,max

Qmin ≤ Q ≤ Qmax

SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ SOCmax

|I| ≤ Imax

(28)

3.2. Multi-objective optimization framework475

For multi-objective problems, multiple objectives are in con-476

flict with each other. It is generally impossible to reach the op-477

timal state at the same time. Therefore, it is impossible to find478

an absolute optimal solution directly, so the concept of Pareto479

optimality is introduced. A series of non-inferior solutions can480

be found in the solution space, which means that it is impossi-481

ble to find a solution that is superior to it in every objective. All482

these non-inferior solutions constitute the Pareto frontier of the483

problem.484

In this study, the meta-heuristic algorithm is used to generate485

the non-inferior solution. It relies on random and local search486

algorithms to generate new solutions and selects non-inferior487

solutions according to the fitness function. In order to distribute488

the non-inferior solution evenly, the crowding strategy is added489

when choosing the non-inferior solution. The overall algorithm490

flow is as follows:491

Because it is not easy to directly obtain the two objectives492

from the electrochemical model, an optimization framework493

based on Pareto optimality combined with simulation and meta-494

heuristic algorithms is proposed. In this study, the electro-495

chemical simulation model is established by Dymola, and then496

the communication between Python and Dymola is established.497

Algorithm 1: Multi-objective meta-heuristic algorithm
Input: Parameter constraint and fitness function
Output: Uniformly distributed Pareto frontier

1 P←Initialization solution set;
2 for i = 1 to cycle do
3 Q←Using random algorithms or local search to

generate a new solution set;
4 R←Combine P and Q to get the solution set;
5 Obtain the fitness values of all solutions in R;
6 P←The solution set updated according to the

dominance relation and crowding degree
7 end

The fitness is calculated through the simulation results of Dy-498

mola output. Take the Fast Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Al-499

gorithm (NSGA-II) as an example, and the specific algorithm500

framework is shown in Fig. 14. The algorithmic framework is501

in a continuous computational loop until the algorithm termina-502

tion condition is reached. A single computational loop can be503

divided into three phases. In the first phase, NSGA-II is respon-504

sible for parameter crossing and mutation. New parameters are505

obtained to extend the search space of the parameters from the506

original ones. The goal is to find a better solution that satisfies507

the constraints. In the second stage, the NSGA-II algorithm508

passes the parameters to Dymola for simulation to obtain the509

capacity decay and voltage loss under these conditions. In the510

third step, we feed the obtained capacity decay and voltage loss511

into NSGA-II to calculate the fitness function. Based on the512

fitness function and the Pareto principle, the parameters with513

higher fitness are selected for the next cycle.514

There is no dominant relationship between the solutions515

in the Pareto frontier, meaning that it is impossible to deter-516

mine a specific solution through the two objectives. Therefore,517

this study uses the sensitivity ratio-based method proposed by518

Wang[37] to select the most cost-effective solution quantita-519

tively. The specific steps are as follows:520

1. Suppose the Pareto frontier as X. The average variability521

of each non-dominated solution is obtained from Eq. (29).522

km
1 =

1
2

 f m
2 − f m−1

2

f m
1 − f m−1

1

+
f m+1
2 − f m

2

f m+1
1 − f m

1


km

2 =
1
2

 f m
1 − f m−1

1

f m
2 − f m−1

2

+
f m+1
1 − f m

1

f m+1
2 − f m

2

 (29)

2. The sensitivity ratio for each non-dominated solution is523

calculated as the ratio of the average variability to the value524

of the objective function, as shown in Eq. (30).525

δm1 =
km

1

f m
1

δm2 =
km

2

f m
2

(30)
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Figure 14: Algorithm framework of NSGA-II combined with simulation

3. The sensitivity ratio indicates the sensitivity of the aver-526

age variability with the objectives. In order to facilitate527

the follow-up comparison, it needs to be dimensionless, as528

shown in Eq. (31).529

εm
1 =

δm1∑M
i=1 δ

i
1

εm
2 =

δm2∑M
i=1 δ

i
2

(31)

4. Selection of non-dominant solution set X∗ based on sensi-530

tivity ratio, which is defined as Eq. (32).531

X∗ = {xi ∈ X|∄x j ∈ X, ε j
1 > ε

i
1 &ε j

2 > ε
i
2} (32)

5. Calculate the degree of bias ω for different objective func-532

tions, and the value range is (0, 1). As shown in Eq. (33),533

ω1 and ω2 are the bias degrees of the non-inferior solution534

based on sensitive ratios for objective functions f1 and f2,535

respectively.536

ωm
1 =

εm
1

εm
1 + ε

m
2

ωm
2 =

εm
2

εm
1 + ε

m
2

(33)

6. Calculate the difference in sensitivity ratio ∆εm, as shown537

in Eq. (34). The smallest ∆εm corresponds to the solution538

least affected by the change of the objective values.539

∆εm = |εm
1 − ε

m
2 | (34)

3.3. Optimization results540

In order to ensure that the simulation results are only affected541

by the electrode fiber diameter and the electrolyte flow rate, the542

SOCmin and SOCmax in Eq. (24) are 10% and 90% respectively.543

Furthermore, in this study, a constant current of is adopted for544

the charge-discharge cycle to verify the proposed method. It545

ensures the same charge variation in the same simulation du-546

ration. In addition, other parameters are consistent with Table547

A2.548

This study assumes that the electrolyte flow rate is between549

1 ∼ 10cm3/min and the electrode fiber diameter is between550

1 ∼ 100µm . In this study, the electrolyte flow rate is accurate551

to one decimal place, and the electrode fiber diameter is accu-552

rate to two decimal places. Based on the proposed framework,553

the distribution of the Pareto frontier was obtained, and the so-554

lutions in the Pareto frontier were numbered consecutively, as555

shown in Fig. 16. Then, based on the obtained Pareto frontier,556

we used the sensitivity ratio-based method for further analysis.557

Firstly, the sensitivity ratios of the non-inferior solutions for558

f1 and f2 were calculated. Then, we represent the dominance559

relationship between the sensitivity ratios in Fig. 15. Thus,560

based on the dominance relationship of sensitivity ratios of the561

100 Pareto non-inferior solutions, 89 solutions have been ruled562

out. The remaining solutions constitute a non-inferior solution563

set based on sensitive ratios, as shown in red.564

We have screened about a fifth of the non-inferior solutions565

to facilitate the selection. Then, the quantized value of the bias566

degree for every objective function is shown in Fig. 16. ω1567
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(a) The distribution based on sensitivity ratios. (b) The distribution of sensitivity ratios in Pareto frontier.

Figure 15: The distribution of non-inferior solutions based on sensitive ratios and its distribution in Pareto frontier.

Figure 16: Pareto frontier

and ω2 are the bias degrees of the Pareto non-inferior solution568

for objective functions f1 and f2, respectively. That is the bias569

degree of the voltage loss and capacity fading of VRFB under570

this condition. For example, the solutions numbered 23, 28 and571

29 have ω1 greater than ω2, so they are more biased towards572

voltage loss. In contrast, the solutions numbered 0 and 69 have573

ω1 less thanω2, so they are more biased towards capacity decay.574

The decision-makers can balance and select more effectively575

based on these quantitative indicators.576

Moreover, if the two objective functions are considered577

equally, we can select a good unbiased solution based on delta.578

As shown in Fig. 18, the 17th solution is determined to be the579

unbiased and good solution acceptable for the objectives f1 and580

f2. Finally, we obtain an unbiased and good solution to opti-581

mize the voltage loss and capacity decay in VRFB where the582

electrode fiber diameter is 107µm and the electrolyte flow rate583

is 9.2cm3/min. The capacity decay during simulation is 42.32%584

and the average voltage loss is 0.004V under this condition.585

4. Conclusion586

This study proposes physics-based simulation combined587

multi-objective optimization approach for reduction of both ca-588

pacity decay and voltage loss of Vanadium redox flow battery.589

The main objective of this approach is to find the optimal val-590

ues of electrolyte flow rate and electrode fiber diameter while591

minimizing capacity decay and voltage loss.592

Firstly, this study quantifies and analyses the effects of elec-593

trolyte flow rate and electrode fiber diameter on capacity decay594

and voltage loss through simulation. It is proved that the elec-595

trolyte flow rate and the electrode fiber diameter not only affect596
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Figure 17: The bias degree of solutions to f1 and f2.

Figure 18: The distribution of the absolute value difference of the sensitivity
ratio.

the capacity decay and voltage loss but also have the opposite597

effect. It means that the two objectives cannot be optimized598

simultaneously.599

Therefore, this study uses a multi-objective meta-heuristic al-600

gorithm to solve the Pareto frontier of the problem. The simula-601

tion results are used to replace the standard fitness calculation.602

The sensitivity ratio is introduced to select a better solution ef-603

fectively.604

Meanwhile, the proposed VRFB optimization framework is605

flexible. The electrochemical parameters can be adjusted ac-606

cording to practical needs. Additionally, the electrolyte flow607

rate and electrode fiber diameter ranges are free to choose.608

In addition, future research can focus on ion concentration609

initialization design. When analyzing the available capacity of610

VRFB, it is found that the balanced initialization will lose a611

sizeable available capacity in the early cycles due to the dif-612

ference in the diffusion coefficient. Moreover, when the ion613

concentration and diffusion rate reach equilibrium, the capac-614

ity decay rate decreases significantly. Therefore, how to design615

the initial ion concentration of VRFB to obtain higher available616

capacity and a slower capacity decay rate is worth studying.617
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Table A1: Reference values

Symbol Description Value Unit Source

E+0 Standard potential of positive reaction −0.26 V [36]
E−0 Standard potential of negative reaction +1.00 V [36]
k+re f Positive reaction rate constant at reference temperature 3.56 × 10−6 m/s [36]
k−re f Negative reaction rate constant at reference temperature 3 × 10−9 m/s [36]
Tre f Reference temperature 293 K [38]

Table A2: The parameters used in the simulation

Symbols Quantity Value Unit

V+/−tank Initial electrolyte volume in the tank 20 cm3

Lpe Length of the porous electrode 2.25 cm
Wpe Width of the porous electrode 0.218 cm
Hpe Height of the porous electrode 2.25 cm
N Layers 60 1
r Cell internal resistivity 2 Ωcm2

n Number of electrons transferred in the reaction 1 1
F Faraday constant 96485 C/mol
R Gas constant 8.314 J/ (mol · K)
k2d
d Diffusion coefficient of V2+ 3.17 × 10−8 m/s

k3d
d Diffusion coefficient of V3+ 7.16 × 10−9 m/s

k4d
d Diffusion coefficient of V4+ 2 × 10−8 m/s

k5d
d Diffusion coefficient of V5+ 1.25 × 10−8 m/s
ϵ Electrode porosity 0.93 1
S m Membrane area 5 × 10−4 m2

θ Membrane thickness 1.83 × 10−8 m/s
κm Membrane permeability 1.58 × 10−18 m2

k2 Measured diffusion coefficient of V2+ 2.4 × 10−10 m2/s
k3 Measured diffusion coefficient of V3+ 2.4 × 10−10 m2/s
k4 Measured diffusion coefficient of V4+ 3.9 × 10−10 m2/s
k5 Measured diffusion coefficient of V5+ 3.9 × 10−10 m2/s
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